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Musical Career 

With the far too long name Thomas Andreas Ganter, Tom was born in the south of 
Germany (mid-eighties) and still lives in the south of Munich at the German-
Austrian border. 

                 
           

             
              
             
             

   

Tom successfully completed his full-time (performance) scholarship in the summer 
of 2018 with the primary focus on 'New Musical Concepts' at the prestigious 
Drummers Collective (The Collective School of Music) in Manhattan, New York City. 
In New York City he played on jam sessions in various clubs and was also active as a 
Drumtech for drummers in New York City. Details on the course content of his 
studies, see below. 

Since September 2018, Tom has been taking part in the further degree program 
'Music Management for New Music Economy & Industries' at the University of Music 
and Performing Arts in Vienna as well as at the University of Applied Sciences 
Kufstein in Austria and completed this successfully in February 2019. 

          

Since 2004 Tom takes part in countless workshops of the drummer world elite, took 
lessons in various drum schools and private lessons - until today to constantly 
evolve, shape and find himself. Through a special intensive coaching Tom achieved 
an unprecedented openness, even freedom on the drumset also through partial 
open-handed playing. 

In the studio environment Tom worked together with Red Rock Production (Leslie 
Mandoki / Red Rock Studios) and the Auratone Studios (Reinhold Mack, René 
Jesser), and many more. 

The success of different projects (bands/singer-songwriter acts) in southern 
Germany are not only due to Tom's intensive involvement, but is ascribable to the 
great collaboration with his colleagues of these respective acts. 

           
 

             
       

             
      

             

          
      

Tom is on the road as one of the special live and studio drummers - influenced by
song-friendly and solid beats. Consistently modern drumming, at the right moment 
always with the necessary emphasis to stay in remembrance for a long time. With 
his many years on stage and in recording studio experience (since the age of 16) 
and the numerous professional education and trainings in New York City, Tom offers 
the maximum scrupulousness and safety behind the drums for your live shows and 
studio sessions. His specialization is mainly in the styles of pop, hip-hop, funk, soul, 
blues and rock.

With these courses and further education, Tom underpins his professional 
independence in the music and entertainment business.

He also focusses on film scoring and how story-telling can influence him playing 
drums. Tom has endorsement contracts with leading companies in the szene.

Tom is available for intensive drummer and music business lessons (via Skype or 
Zoom) also for drum track recordings on request.



Studies | Workshops | Drum Clinics 

Intensive private lessons during his Full-time study at Drummers Collective 
in New York City: 

Tobias Ralph (Pop | Soloing | Dubstep | Broken Doubles), Jason Gianni 
(Polyrhythms, Soloing, Rock), Peter Retzlaff (New Musical Concepts, Soloing), 
Camille Gainer (Hip-Hop), Fred Klatz (Musicianship), Mason Ingram (Music Business, 
Broadway), Jim Mola (Vocal Trainings), Tony Conniff (Studio Recordings | Mixing), 
Alex Collins (Live Performance), Sean Conly (Live Performance), Mark Josefsberg 
(Alexander Technique), Richie Barshay (Alexander Technique) 

 
Further Workshops & Drum Clinics (global): 

Steve Jordan (John Mayer), Carl-Michael Grabinger, Simon Gattringer, Stephan 
Maass (Perc.), Wolfgang Haffner, Benny Greb, Chris Coleman, Claus Hessler, Luis 
Conté (Perc. Phil Collins), Mark Schulman (P!NK), Thomas Lang, Virgil Donati, Steve 
Gadd (Eric Clapton), Anika Nilles, Steve Smith (Journey), Chris Stöger, Csaba 
Schmitz, Gavin Harrison, and much more 

Interests 

Languages German (native) 

 English (fluent) 

Interests & Hobbys    

(Cultural aspects of the world), Training/Teaching and 
Public Speaking 

      Listening a lot of music, Hiking, Photography, Travelling



  

  



  

 


